Distributed discrete-event systems, in which agents (or local sites) are required to communicate in order to perform some speci ed monitoring and control tasks, are considered. Each a g e n t is modeled as a nite-state machine that must be able to distinguish between its states to perform some required task. To help it disambiguate states, an agent uses a combination of direct observation (obtained from sensor readings available to that agent) and communicated information (obtained from sensor readings available to another agent). Since communication may be costly, a strategy to minimize communication between sites is developed. The complexity of the solution re ects the interdependence of the agents' communication protocols. That is, the decision to communicate the occurrence of an event relies on which e v ent sequences are indistinguishable to an agent, which, in turn, is a result of what has already been communicated to that agent.
Introduction
Existing work on decentralized control of discrete-event systems focuses on problems where decentralized agents each c o n trol and observe s o m e e v ents in a system and must together achieve some prescribed goal 18], 5], 22], 8]. In this model it is assumed that agents make independent observations and control decisions, with no communication between agents. Here we examine models for decentralized discrete-event 19], 9]). The former problem is di cult because control a ects information and vice versa. In particular, producing a control solution means determining when controllers communicate and what information they exchange in each communication however, the information that controllers exchange may depend on what control protocol they are using. Since both the type of control algorithm and the communication protocol are free parameters of the algorithm, it is not obvious at the outset how to separate control from communication to produce a solution. Moreover, the algorithm may need to account for nonnegligible time delays in message communication. For example, suppose a controller's decision to disable an event depends on it being able to distinguish the sequence 1 2 from the sequence 2 1 and suppose that the controller cannot observe 1 directly. A c o m m unication from another controller indicating that 1 has occurred will not help in decision-making if the message transmission could be delayed so that it is not received until after 2 is observed by the rst controller even if the message was sent before 2 actually occurred. Finally, in developing algorithms that solve distributed supervisory control problems, the term \minimal communication" must be formalized. Is it best to have a protocol where, in the worst case, the number of messages sent is less than the number of messages sent i n a n y other protocol, even if, on average, the number of messages sent is greater than the average of some other protocol?
For supervisory control problems, where legal behavior is represented by a formal language (which captures some set of event sequences), the control-versus-communication problem reduces to \How t o achieve more (in terms of language inclusion) while communicating less (in terms of message passing)?" That is, in having distributed agents inhibit the plant's behavior through event disablement, the goal is to generate as many of the legal sequences as possible while disallowing any illegal sequences to be generated, and subject to as little communication as possible. A tradeo between control and communication seems likely. In general, one would expect that the more we require our controllers to communicate, the more they can collectively achieve. However, if communication is costly, a compromise must be made between control and communication.
A preliminary and partial version of this paper appeared as 17].
Background and Problem Description
This work draws, in part, from the supervisory control framework for discrete-event systems (DESs) developed by Ramadge and Wonham 11] , 10], 12], 24] and, in part, on standard automata theory 7] . A brief review of the relevant concepts is given in this section. Readers unfamiliar with the notation and de nitions may refer to 12] or to Chapters 2 and 3 of 4]. The key tie between the work presented in this paper and that of the discrete-event c o n trol approach is that, as in standard discrete-event control theory, we assume that process behavior is typi ed by e v ent sequences and that, therefore, the system or process under consideration can be modeled by an automaton|often a nite-state automaton.
In standard DES control, a typical problem proceeds as follows: one rst models the uncontrolled plant behavior by an automaton then one describes desirable behavior, usually as a formal language or a pair of formal languages then one tries to nd conditions under which a supervisor could be found that would enable and disable plant e v ents to yield the desired behavior. Controllers are also typically modeled by automata, where the interpretation is that they are devices (hardware or software or human) which make observations of plant sequences|possibly only partial observations if some events are not accessible via sensors|and then based on their observations, disable various subsets of events throughout the event evolution of the plant.
In this paper, we do not solve the more di cult problem of ensuring that appropriate supervisory control is exercised in the face of partial observation and using minimal communication between distributed supervisors. Instead we abstract away the issue of means of control and assume that for whatever control objective m ust be met, the agents responsible for the objective m ust be able to distinguish certain states for decision making. In other words, the control decision might be when to enable and disable which events, but the control goal might also instead relate to diagnosing a system failure. We do not specify how an agent w ould make whatever control decisions it needs to make once it can determine which state or subset of states it is in. For supervisory control problems, this would require determining a minimal communication scheme that relates to the property o f co-observability|shown in 18] to be necessary for decentralized control.
We use the term \agent" to mean a process of interest whose behavior is described by sequences of events or actions. In practice, an agent could be, for example, a wireless device, a microcontroller, a robot, a piece of machinery, a piece of hardware or software, or even a human operator. What we h a ve in mind for supervisory control is that the agents of interest are supervisors or controllers that make c o n trol decisions or that do diagnostics.
We assume that an agent R i (i = 1 2) is represented by a ( nite-state) automaton:
where is an alphabet of event labels, X i is a set of states, x i 0 2 X i is the initial state, and i : X i ! X i , the transition function, is a partial function de ned at each state in X i for a subset of . For the case where X i is nite, R i can be represented by a directed graph whose nodes are states and whose edges are transitions de ned by . Sometimes, it is more convenient t o s p e c i f y i by a set of transitions:
Transition(R i ) = f(x i (x )) : i (x ) is de ned in R i g.
The behavior of an agent R i is also characterized by a subset of called the closed b ehavior of R i , written L(R i ), de ned as L(R i ) : = fsjs 2 and i (x i 0 s ) is de nedg and interpreted to mean the set of all possible event sequences which the agent m a y generate. In this paper, we will assume that i (x ) is de ned for all x and . Therefore, L(R i ) = .
In the course of describing the behavior of two agents, we will often need a structure that captures their joint behavior and therefore, we de ne here the product of two a g e n ts R 1 and R 2 :
R 1 R 2 := Ac( X 1 X 2 1 2 (x 1 0 x 2 0 )) where X 1 X 2 is the Cartesian product of the two state sets and 1 2 is de ned by ( 1 2 )(x y ) : = ( ( 1 (x ) 2 (y )) if both 1 ( x ) a n d 2 ( y ) are de ned undefined otherwise and Ac( ) is the accessible part of the automaton 4], meaning that all unreachable states have been removed. We will assume that each agent only observes directly the occurrence of some subset of events in the system. To conveniently describe what sequence of events an agent sees, we use a mapping called a natural projection. The projection P : ! loc is de ned recursively as follows: P(") = ", ( 8 2 ) P( ) = if 2 loc and P( ) = " if 6 2 loc , and (8 2 s 2 ) P(s ) = P(s)P( ), i.e., P erases all events which are not in the local event set loc . G i v en any language K, the notation P(K) stands for the language fP(s) j s 2 Kg. F or an agent R i , which observes only the events in i o , the natural projection P i : ! i o is interpreted as the agent's view of the strings in .
We are interested in problems where each a g e n t performs some control or monitoring task, given as a function from its state X i to some other (unspeci ed) set. In order for the task to be well-de ned, i.e., for the agent t o k n o w unambiguously what action to perform at each state, we assume that event sequences that are indistinguishable to an agent m ust lead to the same state in X i . The assumption is that if each agent had only direct observations (and was not given information from the other agent), then they would not be able to disambiguate states. In other words, one of the agents, say Agent i might observe t wo sequences s and s 0 as identical (i.e., P i (s) = P i (s 0 )), but i (x i 0 s ) 6 = i (x i 0 s 0 ). In that case, Agent i might not be able to perform the necessary control or monitoring task since upon observing P i (s), the agent wouldn't know i f s or s 0 had occurred and since each leads to a di erent state, the values of the control function (which is a function on states of R i ) for each might di er.
The idea then is to allow the agents to communicate with each other so that each helps the other to disambiguate states. Some subtlety arises from the fact that once information is communicated from Agent 2 to Agent 1 , A g e n t 1 will nd fewer pairs of sequences indistinguishable than it did when it only had direct observations to rely on while that's a good thing, at the same time, Agent 1's decision to communicate to Agent 2 m ust be the same for pairs of sequences that it (Agent 1) nds indistinguishable and that situation is now di erent t h a n i t w as when nothing was communicated to Agent 1. In other words, it seems unlikely that one could independently nd a communication scheme that prescribed a procedure for Agent 1 and then separately nd a procedure for Agent 2 without some kind of iteration.
It should be noted here that we consider only problems where if the agents exchanged all their observations, each agent w ould always know which state it is in. Otherwise, it is reasonable to presume that no amount of communication would help the agents to disambiguate states.
Minimal Communication Between Two A g e n ts
In this section, we consider the problem of minimizing communications between two agents. We are given two agents and their respective objectives and we know that if they exchange all the information (i.e., occurrences of events) that they observe, then they will be able to achieve their objectives. In practice, however, exchanging all the information will be uneconomical and unnecessary. Our goal is therefore to develop an algorithm to nd the minimal set of communications needed, in the sense that if any one event occurrence is not communicated f r om an agent to the other, the agents will not be able to achieve their objectives.
Desirable properties of solutions
In this section, we identify characteristics of a desirable solution. Informally, a n a g e n t m ust be able to identify which state it is in, the essence of what we will term a valid solution. Additionally, an agent m ust make consistent c o m m unication decisions in the sense that if the agent cannot distinguish between two sequences of events, then it must make the same communication decision after the occurrence of either of those sequences, a requirement which w e w i l l c a l l feasibility. Finally, for our results to be synthesized using nite-state automata, we will restrict our attention to solutions that possess a property which m a k es them implementable.
Formally, w e de ne the observations of each agent and the communications between two a g e n ts as In other words, after the occurrence of s, the next event is known to Agent 1 if and only if it is either directly observed by Agent 1 or communicated by A g e n t 2 to Agent 1. The mapping 2 is de ned similarly. Clearly, from this de nition, i is a mapping from to o . This de nition shows how to derive ( 1 2 ) from (com 12 com 21 ) for the given (P 1 P 2 ). We denote this operation by
We assume that the two agents are represented by t wo ( nite) automata (R 1 R 2 ):
Since we assume that by communicating all the occurrences of observable events the two agents are able to achieve their objectives, we require that all the unobservable events form self-loops in R i .
(8x 2 X i )(8 2 ; o ) i (x ) = x i = 1 2:
We recall from Section 2 that it is assumed that i (x ) is de ned for all x and . Therefore, L(R i ) = .
We denote the product of R 1 and R 2 by R: R = R 1 R 2 = Ac( X 1 X 2 1 2 (x 1 0 x 2 0 )) = ( X x 0 ): The objective of Agent i is de ned as a state feedback mapping i : X i ! i (where i is some set), which w e will not specify. In other words, we do not commit ourselves to a speci c type of objective (such as supervisory control or diagnosis). Our goal is rather to nd minimal communications between two agents to ensure their ability t o a c hieve their objectives, which w e i n terpret generally as the ability t o distinguish one state from another. In other words, if two sequences of events look the same to Agent i, then they must lead to the same state in R i :
(1) When a communication scheme gives rise to 1 , 2 that satisfy condition (1), we s a y t h a t ( com 12 com 21 ) is valid with respect to (R 1 R 2 ).
Before discussing how to nd minimal communications (in a sense to be made precise later), let us rst note that not any arbitrary (com 12 com 21 ) pair will be \feasible" based on the information available to the agents. To guarantee feasibility, it is required that any t wo sequences of events that are indistinguishable to an agent m ust be followed by the same communication. In other words, (com 12 c o m 21 ) i s feasible with respect to (P 1 P 2 ) i f (8s s 0 2 ) 1 (s) = 1 (s 0 ) = ) com 12 (P(s)) = com 12 (P(s 0 )) 2 (s) = 2 (s 0 ) = ) com 21 (P(s)) = com 21 (P(s 0 )) where P is the natural projection onto o . The projection onto the set of events observed by either Agent 1 or Agent 2 is used because, as noted earlier, the mappings com 12 and com 21 take sequences of events in o as inputs.
The above properties of validity and feasibility arise directly from the objectives imposed upon the agents and from the information available to them. In order to address the issue of minimizing communication between the agents, we impose a structural requirement on communication maps that we call \implementability based on (R 1 R 2 )". To guarantee that (com 12 c o m 21 ) is implementable based on (R 1 R 2 ), it is required that any t wo strings leading to the same state in R (and hence in both R 1 and R 2 ) m ust be followed by the same communication. In other words, (com 12 c o m 21 ) i s implementable with respect to (R 1 R 2 ) i f (8s s 0 2 ) (x 0 s ) = (x 0 s 0 ) = ) com 12 (P(s)) = com 12 (P(s 0 )) com 21 (P(s)) = com 21 (P(s 0 )): Intuitively, implementability based on (R 1 R 2 ) means that we do not wish to consider communication mappings that would be based on ner state-space structures than that of R. With this constraint, the problem of nding a minimal communication strategy is well-posed, and it is solved in Section 3.2. If one wishes to use a ner state-space structure than that of R, then one should modify the original R 1 and R 2 accordingly.
To nd minimal communications that are valid, feasible and implementable, we start with R. W e will specify in R which occurrences of events will be communicated from Agent i to Agent j by a set V ij . I n other words, V 12 = f(x (x )) : : : g is the set of transitions in R whose occurrences will be communicated from Agent 1 to Agent 2 . O b viously 2 1 o ; 2 o for such transitions. Similarly, w e specify V 21 = f(x (x )) : : : g to be the set of transitions in R whose occurrences will be communicated from Agent 2 to Agent 1 .
We n o w consider how A g e n t 1 can track the state of R during the operation of the system. Since Agent 1 sees only the events in 1 We drop the arguments toR 1 when they are understood.
The automaton R 1 (V 12 V 21 ) captures the transition information of R available to Agent 1 in a nondeterministic structure. That is, if there is an -transition from state x to state y in R 1 (V 12 V 21 ) this means that if R were to reach state x, then Agent 1 w ould not be able to determine whether R had then moved to state y. The automatonR 1 captures the same information in a deterministic structure. That is, ifx is a state ofR 1 andx = f(x 1 y 1 ) (x 2 y 2 ) : : : (x n y n )g, then this means that it is possible for R to be in a state (x i y i ) ( i = 1 : : : n ) and for Agent 1 to not know whether R is in that state or in any other state (x j y j ) ( j = 1 : : : n ).
Since some transitions are replaced by in the process of constructing R 1 , not all events are de ned in every state ofR 1 . T o d e n ẽ 1 as a total function, we add self-loops for all transitions that are not de ned and denote the resulting automaton by
Since R captures the complete state-space structure relevant for solving our problem, we w ould like Agent 1 to base its desired actions (for control or monitoring) and its required communications (to Agent 2 ) onR 1 (or R 1 ). In view of the above observations about the structure ofR 1 ,R 1 (or R 1 ) should satisfy the following two conditions. The rst condition (correctness) deals with the desired actions of Agent 1 while the second condition (consistency) deals with the required communications from Agent 1 t o A g e n t 2 . 
When this requirement is satis ed, we s a y thatR 1 is consistent. In that case, a well-de ned mapping 12 :X 1 ! 2 1 o ; 2 o , which prescribes communication, can be de ned as follows.
Since all the unobservable events (2 ; o ) form self-loops in R 1 ,
Moreover, the assumption of consistency ofR 1 can be invoked to de ne the mapping 12 . Therefore 1 (s) = 1 (s 0 ) =) 1 (x 1 0 P (s)) = 1 (x 1 0 P (s 0 )) =) 12 ( 1 (x 1 0 P (s))) = 12 ( 1 (x 1 0 P (s 0 ))) =) com 12 (P(s)) = com 12 (P(s 0 )):
For implementability, it su ces to note that (x 0 s ) = (x 0 s 0 ) =) (x 0 P (s)) = (x 0 P (s 0 )) (since unobservable events only appear in self-loops in R) =) 1 (x 1 0 P (s)) = 1 (x 1 0 P (s 0 )) (since the procedure that converts a nondeterministic automaton into an equivalent deterministic one at most amalgamates states it doesn't split states, i.e., sequences that lead to the same state in R still lead to the same state in R 1 ) =) 12 ( 1 (x 1 0 P (s))) = 12 ( 1 (x 1 0 P (s 0 ))) =) com 12 (P(s)) = com 12 (P(s 0 )):
Let us now consider how to satisfy the correctness condition, which will lead us to the validity requirement. Intuitively, in order for Agent 1 to distinguish the states in R 1 , A g e n t 2 m ust communicate to Agent 1 the occurrences of events not in 1 o and not forming self-loops in R 1 . In other words, we de ne Proof We prove the result for i = 1 only since i = 2 is similar. Note that consistency is needed in the theorem statement so that ij is well-de ned, which, in turn, makes it possible to refer to the com ij de ned in (3).
Since by construction all the transitions inR 1 that are not self-loops are either observable by Agent 1 (2 1 0 ) or communicated by A g e n t 2 ( 2 V 21 ), for all s s 0 2 , 1 (s) = 1 (s 0 ) = ) 1 In conclusion, Theorems 1 and 2 show that the desired properties of validity, feasibility, and implementability for communication strategies will be met if the automataR 1 andR 2 are correct and consistent.
Algorithm and Results
In view of the results in Section 3.1, we can see that our problem now boils down to nding minimal communications (i.e., minimal V 12 and V 21 ) such thatR 1 andR 2 are correct and consistent. By Lemma 1, correctness can be guaranteed if we l e t C 12 V 12 and C 21 V 21 . Therefore, we will initially take V 12 = C 12 and V 21 = C 21 . W e will then enlarge V 12 and V 21 to make bothR 1 andR 2 consistent. For minimality, w e should enlarge V 12 and V 21 as little as possible.
To this end, we develop a procedure N 12 (V 12 V 21 ) that computes minimal additional communications needed to makeR 1 consistent g i v en that Agent 1 already communicates V 12 to Agent 2 a n d A g e n t 2 already communicates V 21 To c haracterize the function N 12 (V 12 V 21 ), we h a ve the following lemma. The lemma says that a transition must be communicated if there is a chain of strings that look alike ( e a c h to its neighbor in the chain) and that leads to a transition that is communicated. A picture of this concept can be seen in : : x n 2X 1 )(9x 1 x 2 : : : x n 2 X) (x 1 x 2 2x 1 )^(x 2 x 3 2x 2 )^: : : (x n x 2x n ) (x 1 (x 1 )) 2 V 12^( x (x )) 6 2 V 12 whereX 1 is the state space ofR 1 (V 12 V 21 ). A similar procedure and result can be obtained for N 21 (V 21 V 12 ). Note that the monotonicity there is also in the second argument since for N 21 , the order of the arguments is the reverse of the order in N 12 . Now w e can proceed to present our main algorithm to nd minimal communications between two agents. In the main algorithm, there is asymmetry between Agent 1 and Agent 2 that can be explained as follows. Once there is some inconsistency in Agent 1 (resulting from two strings s and s 0 that are indistinguishable to Agent 1 and that lead to di erent c o m m unication decisions), you can resolve the problem either by ( a ) h a ving Agent 1 communicate more to Agent 2 (so that if some event w ere going to be communicated by A g e n t 1 upon Agent 1's deducing that s has occurred, then that same event would have to be communicated upon Agent 1's assuming that s 0 has occurred) or by (b) having Agent 2 communicate earlier to Agent 1 so that Agent 1 w ould not nd s and s 0 indistinguishable (by the time either s or s 0 has occurred). Consequently, the strategy we use can be informally described as follows.
1. Each agent communicates those events necessary to ensure correctness.
2. Then Agent 1 c o m m unicates events necessary to be consistent.
3. Then, given those communications added by A g e n t 1 , A g e n t 2 adds communication to resolve its communication inconsistencies.
4. Now, we go back and try to remove s o m e c o m m unication by A g e n t 1 , g i v en that Agent 2 ' s c o mmunications in step 3 may render strings distinguishable that had previously been indistinguishable by Agent 1 and that had hence caused a communication inconsistency in step 2. However, we only remove those communications by Agent 1 that will not lead to new communication inconsistencies by Agent 2 .
Step 6 of Main, below, checks if removing some communications from Agent 1 leads to inconsistencies for either Agent 1 (2nd conjunct in line 2, Step 6 of Main) or for Agent 2 (1st conjunct in line 2,
Step 6 of Main). Again, the asymmetry in the conjuncts re ects the fact that removing a communication 10. End.
We show that the Main algorithm produces a solution that is feasible, implementable and valid and, in addition, minimizes communication.
Solution is feasible, implementable, and valid
We start with the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3 
We will use a strategy similar to Case 2 to prove the result, but we w ork with (z (z )) instead of (x (x )). 21 ) with respect to (R 1 R 2 ) (x 0 s n ) = (x 0 t n ) = x n =) 2 com 21 (s n ) 2 com 21 (s n )^feasibility o f ( com 12 com 21 ) with respect to (P 1 P 2 )^(12) =) 2 com 21 (t n+1 ): (13) Since t n+1 = u, w e h a ve 2 com 21 (u). By (8), 6 We proceed to prove the following claim, which s a ys informally that either an equivalence class is communicated because some element in it is needed for the other agent to know which state that agent i s i n ( i . e . , some element in the class belongs to C 12 ) or because its removal would violate (C1 
We treat the two conjuncts in the preceding expression.
Case 1 If (z (z )) 6 2 C 12^( z (z )) 6 2 N 12 (which means that (z (z )) 6 (6) and (13) 
Strategy for implementation
The algorithm in Section 3. Proof In appendix. into the equivalence classes induced by the equivalence relation de ned in the proof of Theorem 4. Note that these are disjoint sets. By Lemma 5, none of these equivalence classes overlap with N min 12 . F r o m L e m m a 6 , w e can conclude that if (C2) were violated by a n y solution N 12 there would be an equivalence class with one element of the class in C 12 N 12 and one element not in C 12 N 12 . By Lemma 7, either all the elements in a given equivalence class are in N 12 or none of them are. Consequently, i f N min 12 is expanded to include a minimal set of cells from the above partition that satis es (C1), then the resulting set will satisfy both (C1) and (C2) (and thus be a legitimate choice of a set at Step 7 that satis es the conditions of Step 6 of Main). To expand N min 12 in a systematic way that may a void having to test all subsets of cells from the partition, add a single cell (i.e., only one equivalence class) and check i f ( C 1 ) i s satis ed. If it is, then a minimal set has been found. 
Example where endpoints of range are equal
Consider the nite-state automata R 1 and R 2 given in Figure 2 . For this example, we go through each step of the Main algorithm.
Step 1
We start the Main algorithm by constructing the Cartesian product R 1 R 2 , displayed in Figure 3 .
Step 2 C 12 = f(1 1) a 1 ;! (1 2) (2 1) (2 1) (1 2) b 2 ;! (2 3)g:
Step 3
Here we perform the function N 12 (C 12 C 21 ). First, to create R 1 (steps 2{4 of function N 12 (C 12 C 21 )g), we start with R and replace the event labels of the transitions that are not in 1 and not in C 21 with . This is displayed in Figure 4 .
Now w e c o n vert the nondeterministic nite automaton (NFA) of Figure 4 into a deterministic nite automaton (DFA) that is equivalent, displayed in Figure 5 . 12 . So, a quick w ay to compute step 7 is to consider each x 0 that appears in the form (x 0 y 0 ) a s a n e l e m e n t o f C 12 . In this example, the candidates for x 0 are
(1 1), (2 1), (3 1), (2 3), and (3 3).
We n o w look at allx 2X (i.e., all states in the DFAR 1 ) where (1 1 ;! (1 2) to N 12 . The idea behind step 8 (of the function N 12 ) is that if an element ( x y ) is added to N 12 , it then serves as a candidate x 0 in the next iteration of step 7 (of the function). In this particular case, nothing will get added to N 12 in the second iteration of step 7. (We will illustrate later on, in a di erent call to N 12 ( ) what happens when more than one iteration of step 7 increases the set N 12 .)
We proceed in a manner similar to that for (1 1) for (2 1 ;! (3 2)g:
Step 4
In this step, we compute N 21 . To getR 2 we will do the same type of computation that we did to get R 1 except that because the inputs at this step are C 12 N max 12 and C 21 (instead of merely having C 12 and C 21 ), there may b e f e w er transitions of R 2 labeled by a n than there would have been had the inputs been C 12 and C 21 and hence fewer states inR 2 that have m ultiple states from R as elements. In other words, the fact that \more is seen" by Agent 2 (namely, N max 12 in addition to C 12 ) means that Agent 2 has less confusion about its current state and henceR 2 , which is|in e ect|a state estimator or observer, gives a more accurate indication of precisely which state Agent 2 could be in after a given event occurrence. Quantitatively, this translates into fewer states being added to N 21 a t s t e p 7 o f F unction N 21 (C 21 C 12 N max 12 ) than might h a ve been added if the inputs were only C 21 and C 12 . The NFA R 2 is given in Figure 6 .
Using the NFA t o D F A c o n version, we g e t R 2 , a deterministic version of R 2 , s h o wn in Figure 7 . To compute N 21 , w e consider the elements of C 21 and rst add elements to N 21 where the state from which the transition exits is grouped (in a state inR 2 ) with an exiting state of an element o f C 21 ;! (2 3)g:
Step 5
In essence, now, we repeat Step 3 but this time using N 21 , in addition to C 21 , as input. This means that the R 1 may n o w h a ve fewer transitions than that of Figure 4 . This yields the NFA in Figure 8 . Converting the NFA t o a D F A yieldsR 1 (C 12 C 21 N 21 ), shown in Figure 9 . Since all the states of R that appear in grouped states in Figure 5 also appear in those same grouped states in Figure 9 , the computations for N min 12 will yield the same result as those for N max 12 and hence N min 12 = N max 12 :
Steps 6 and 7
From Proposition 2, we know that N max Steps 8 and 9
Now that we k n o w which c o m m unications must be sent, we compute the nal R 1 and R 2 which will yield the communication protocol.
3, 2 3, 3
Since R 1 ( ) does not depend on its rst argument, R 1 (C 12 N 12 C 21 N 21 ) = R 1 (C 12 C 21 N 21 ). This also means thatR 1 (C 12 N 12 C 21 N 21 ) = R 1 (C 12 C 21 N 21 ). So,R 1 (C 12 N 12 C 21 N 21 ) can be found also in Figure 9 . Since R 2 ( ) does not depend on its rst argument either, R 2 (C 21 N 21 C 12 N 12 ) = R 2 (C 21 C 12 N 12 ). Moreover, in this example, since N 12 = N max 12 , w e also know that R 2 (C 21 N 21 C 12 N 12 ) = R 2 (C 21 C 12 N max 12 ) (found in Figure 6 ). Converting R 2 to a DFA yields thẽ R 2 of Figure 7 .
So that the transition functions are total, and not partial, functions, we add self-loops to each state, for each e v ent not de ned at that state, in Figures 9 and 7 , to yield R 1 and R 2 , respectively (not shown).
The communication scheme (namely, the protocol for communication that each a g e n t uses) is completely determined by t h e R 1 and R 2 that result from our algorithm. In particular, according to (2) , an event is communicated from Agent 1 to Agent 2 at statex ofR 1 ( 2 12 (x)) if and only if there is a state x (from R 1 R 2 ) i ñ x such that (x (x )) is in the set of communications. So, for example, since
( 1 1) a 1 ;! (1 2) 2 C 12 and since (1 1) 2 f (1 1) (1 2)g, w e g e t a 1 2 12 (f (1 1) (1 2)g) i.e., event a 1 is communicated by A g e n t 1 when Agent 1 is in the initial state f (1 1) (1 2) We can apply the dual to (2) to determine 21 . W e represent 12 Figure 12 . By performing the computations The nite-state automata for Agents 1 and 2 are given in Figure 13 . Roman numerals, instead of arabic numerals, are used to label states because in Section 4.4 we will create an automaton that combines those of Figure 13 with those of Figure 12 and the state labelling in that combined automaton will be facilitated if the states labels from each of the earlier examples di er. is actually a minimal (in this case, the minimum) set in the range that works.
Example where solution is inside range
An example where a minimal solution for N 12 is a strict subset of N max 12 and a strict superset of N min 12 can be obtained by combining the examples in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 in the manner of Figure 14 . The events e and f are observable by b o t h a g e n ts. The structures of R 1 and R 2 in Figure 14 are such that the left branches in the diagrams replicate the nite-state automata of Figure 12 and the right branches replicate those of Figure 13 . Because the events e and f are observable to both agents, the composition that yields the product R 1 R 2 and the subsequent operations yielding the variousR 1 s a n d R 2 s preserve the bipolar nature of the resulting nite-state automata. Consequently, in each state-transition diagram, the event e leads to a left branch whose transitions that are not in self-loop contain only events a 1 a 2 b 1 b 2 and the event f leads to a right branch whose transitions that are not in self-loop contain only events c 1 c 2 d 1 d 2 .
We will superscript all communication sets resulting from the example in Section 4.2 with the letter a, e.g., denote by C a 12 , t h e C 12 of the example in that section, and we will superscript all communication sets resulting from the example in Section 4.3 with the letter b. Then calculations for the example in Figure 14 5 Conclusions
We h a ve developed a communication scheme for distributed agents in a discrete-event system where, to perform some control or monitoring task, each a g e n t m ust be able to distinguish between some of its states. to an agent, which, in turn, is a result of what has already been communicated to that agent. Our primary contribution is an algorithm which produces sets of communications for each a g e n t such that the pair of sets is minimal, in the sense that no other pair of sets that is strictly smaller than ours will solve the problem.
To this end, we h a ve i n troduced the notions of consistency, v alidity, feasibility, and implementability a s useful properties for describing communicating discrete-event processes and their associated communication schemes. The notion of implementability is essential for proving our main result in that the restriction of communication solutions to being \implementable" with respect to some given xed initial pair of nitestate automata makes it possible to produce a nite realization of the communication scheme, where the correctness measure is also xed. In other wo r d s , i t m a y be possible to come up with a communication scheme that communicates strictly less than that produced by our algorithm but then such a s c heme would have to use di erent transition structures for R 1 and R 2 than those given at the outset of the problem (even if such automata recognized the same language as the original automata). This suggests a generalization of the problem considered in this paper to one where the transition structures of the original R 1 and R 2 would become parameters in the communication problem and the original speci cations would have t o b e given in terms of, say, languages instead of automata. This is an interesting, but challenging, avenue for future research. It may be possible to extend the results given here to the case where agents are not required to distinguish each state from every other state but only to distinguish certain states from certain other states. One can imagine that for certain partitions on the state space, our algorithm could be applied with minimal modi cation. In such a scenario, the de nition of validity w ould re ect that an agent must always know which equivalence class (on states) it is in (as opposed to which exact state it is in).
The communication sets C 12 and C 21 needed to satisfy correctness would have t o c hange to re ect the requirement that transitions are placed in the sets if the equivalence classes of the rst arguments of the state labels di er (as opposed to if the rst arguments themselves di er).
Future work could include applying this algorithm to the problem of distributed supervisory control, where agents in a discrete-event system must each m a k e decisions about disabling events to ensure that some speci cation (given as a formal language or set of languages) is met. This problem is signi cantly more complicated than the problem considered in this paper for the following reason. In the work of Section 3, we assume that we h a ve been given the nite-state automata R 1 and R 2 that capture the behavior of the two agents. In the corresponding decentralized supervisory control problem, one would be required to nd a pair of supervisors/agents and a communication protocol that the supervisors will follow. However, where a supervisor communicates is related to the state-transition structure of the supervisor. But the state-transition structure of each supervisor is now one of the variables of the algorithm! This highlights the inseparable link between control and communication.
Finally, to port the results to application domains, the issue of latency or delays in communication would need to be addressed. Our algorithm works under the assumption that messages sent are received immediately, with no delay. In practice, there may be a nonnegligible time delay b e t ween when a message is sent and when it is received. If other events can occur during that time interval, the system may e v olve to a state from which our solution will not work. Di erent state-transition structures have di erent degrees of robustness to this type of delay. One would expect that part of the investigation into the the e ects of latency would involve c haracterizing the relationship between di erent t ypes of transition structures and robustness to delay.
A Appendix
In this section we p r o ve Lemmas 1{7.
Lemma 1 If C 21 V 21 , thenR 1 = DA(R 1 (V 12 V 21 )) is correct, that is, all the pairs in a statex ofR 1 have the same rst component.
Proof
The following three claims are used to prove the result.
Claim 2 Any t wo states connected by a n in R 1 (V 12 V 21 ) h a ve the same rst component.
Proof of Claim 2: It follows from the assumption C 21 V 21 . Basis: F orx such that jxj = 0 , x is the initial state and the result holds by Claim 3. Inductive Hypothesis: Assume that the result is true for allx such that jxj n.
Forx such that jxj = n + 1 , x =~ 1 (ỹ ) for some ỹ such that jỹj = n. By the inductive h ypothesis and Claim 4, the result holds. If (x (x )) 2 N 12 (V 12 V 21 ) is added to N 12 at the nth iteration of Step 7, then it is not di cult to see that (9x 1 x 2 : : : x n 2X 1 )(9x 1 x 2 : : : x n 2 X) (x 1 x 2 2x 1 )^(x 2 x 3 2x 2 )^: : : (x n x 2x n ) (x 1 (x 1 )) 2 V 12^( x (x )) 6 2 V 12 : (If) I f n = 1, that is, (9x 1 2X 1 )(9x 1 2 X)(x 1 x 2x 1 )^(x 1 (x 1 )) 2 V 12^( x (x )) 6 2 V 12 then (x (x )) is added to N 12 at the rst iteration of Step 7. Therefore (x (x )) 2 N 12 (V 12 V 21 ).
Similarly, i f (9x 1 x 2 : : : x n 2X 1 )(9x 1 x 2 : : : x n 2 X) (x 1 x 2 2x 1 )^(x 2 x 3 2x 2 )^: : : (x n x 2x n ) (x 1 (x 1 )) 2 V 12^( x (x )) 6 2 V 12 then (x (x )) is added to N 12 at the nth iteration of Step 7. Therefore (x (x )) 2 N 12 (V 12 V 21 ). : : x n 2X 1 )(9x 1 x 2 : : : x n 2 X) (x 1 x 2 2x 1 )^(x 2 x 3 2x 2 )^: : : (x n x 2x n ) (x 1 (x 1 )) 2 A C^(x (x )) 6 2 A C: (14) Case 1 (x 1 (x 1 )) 2 A.
From the above condition and the fact that (x (x )) 6 
By putting together (15) and (14), we h a ve a c hain of states inR 1 (A B) (namely, y 1 : : : y m x 1 : : : x n x ) that, together with the fact that (x (x )) 6 ) and (x (x )) 6 2 C. L e t X 1 be the state space ofR 1 (A B) ( and ofR 1 (A C B) ). Then by Lemma 2 (9x 1 x 2 : : : x n 2X 1 )(9x 1 x 2 : : : x n 2 X) (x 1 x 2 2x 1 )^(x 2 x 3 2x 2 )^: : : (x n x 2x n ) (x 1 (x 1 )) 2 A^(x (x )) 6 2 A:
Clearly, (9x 1 x 2 : : : x n 2X 1 )(9x 1 x 2 : : : x n 2 X) (x 1 x 2 2x 1 )^(x 2 x 3 2x 2 )^: : : (x n x 2x n ) (x 1 (x 1 )) 2 A C^(x (x )) 6 By Lemma 2 and the fact that the state space ofR 1 (C 12 Main satisfy (C1) and (C2) (or else would not be chosen at Step 6 of the algorithm).
